
CISD Bond Oversight Committee MINUTES 
11/14/2018 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
David Caviness – Committee Co-Chair (Trustee - Place 5) - Yes 
Mary Duran – Committee Co-Chair Yes 
Sherilyn Fox - Yes 
Freddie Guerra - Yes 
Mark Kelly - Yes 
Sunil Konda – No 
Bob Krenek - Yes 
Rajesh Pillamari - No 
Kaylea Schultz -Yes 

Manish Sethi - Yes 
James Shay – No 
Steven Solka – Yes 
Rosie Stevens - Yes 
David Tiffin - Yes 
Subbu Venkat - Yes 
James Walker - Yes 
Ashley Wallace - Yes 

INVITEES 
Diana Sircar – Executive Director of Finance 
Sid Grant – CISD Assistant Superintendent for Business and 
Support Services 
Louis Macias – CISD Director of Facilities 

Kelly Penny – CISD Chief Financial Officer 
Kristen Streeter – Assistant Secretary for Committee 
and CISD Assistant Superintendent for Administration 
Brett Sumrow – Corgan 

MEETING INFORMATION 

Tuesday, November 14, 2018 
6:30 pm – 8:30 pm  

MINUTES 

• Meeting brought to order at 6:34 by David Caviness
• Kristin Streeter noted that CISD will be posting information about the Oversight Committee on the district’s website.

Amanda Simpson (Director) of Communications took a group picture to go along with article.  This will be placed into
the ‘Informed’ community newsletter; scheduled to be published on 11/16/18.  It was noted that the current
committee is ½ through BOC commitment.

• Call to approve prior minutes from the 9/11/18 meeting – Venkat Subbu proposed changes; referring to the 4th item
on page 2 noting that it should read that ‘Subbu Venkat asked if the emergency lighting in the CMSW restrooms were
working’.  Additionally, on the 5th item on page 4 should clarify that Freddie Guerra inquired if the district had
considered the use of electric buses.  David Tiffin moved; Rosie Stevens seconded.

• 6:40 PM - Construction update as provided by Louis Macias.
Noted the successful opening of CMSW and CHS 9
- New ES update – structural steel ongoing; roofing starting this week; roof decking recently completed; noted that

recent rainfall has impacted work; trying to alleviate and continue work; next activities will be exterior studs; some
interior walls starting and ductwork; electrical; not many contingency expenditures being spent; not much impact
monetarily; some schedule delay; expect to recover time; gym/storm shelter walls ongoing
- At CMS East, drilled piers are in place; starting on grade beams; slab expected to be poured on 11/16/18; structural

steel to start soon after and then the building will be going vertical; some utility work around building; adding water
loop surrounding the building; fire hydrants complete
- CMS North – drilled piers are in place; grade beams schedule to start on 11/16/18; smaller building renovation work
set for spring to alleviate load on summer work.
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Rosie Steven asked if the work at CMSN is delayed?  Louis Macias not that is on schedule; also noted that NorthStar 
Builders is good at look ahead schedules and anticipating impacts. 
Subbu Venkat asked if there was any slack available.  Louise Macias said that once the roof and walls are up, they’ll be in a 
better position to move construction ahead; keep inclement weather from affecting the work; there has been some 
impact but making up time. 
 
Sid Grant reported that there haven’t been any new projects awarded and no projects have been closed since the last 
BOC meeting.  The reporting spreadsheet will be updated when there’s more information.  
 
The construction audit for the CMSW is in process; Sid Grant noted that the district receives updates from the audit team 
about every two weeks; they’re reviewing the project information and it’s going well.  He’s unsure when it will be 
complete but should be by next meeting on 2/13/19. 
 
Mark Kelly said that the current audit is on the 9th Grade Center, and that if anything is identified, it will be used on other 
projects to improve future projects.  Sid Grant noted that they’re focusing on closing out CMSW due to the audit; and that 
CISD won’t be closing out others until this audit is completed.  He anticipated applying info from this audit to other 
contracts as needed; the take way is to have better contracts in the future 
 
Ashley Wallace asked if the result of the audit will produce a report.  Sid replied that it will.  Subbu Venkat asked how 
many call backs have been submitted from the auditors.  Sid reported that there’s been 4 or 5 additional requests, but 
right now, there hasn’t been any red flags raised by the team.  There could be more questions in the future, but they are 
not be pressured.  The intent is for them to conduct a good audit.  The document is not confidential.  Once it’s completed 
and submitted to the BOT, it will be considered a public document.  Mark Kelly noted that some information could be 
considered confidential by some contractors, and asked if the contractor has an option to review the finding with the 
auditor?  David Tiffin suggested that some construction audits contrast the differences between financial and 
management.  There was some discussion by the BOC about handling or viewing of sensitive information contained in the 
report.  CISD will have the chance to review; wants to have an open dialogue among CISD, the auditor and GC.  This is a 
complete review, looking at every expenditure associated w/school (consultants, etc.), not just the general contractor. 
 
7:09 PM – The BOC discussed the community outreach efforts.  David Caviness stated that originally, it was anticipated 
that the BOC would be liaisons to the list of PTOs and community groups and provide reports and updates to those 
groups.  He will email the Google Doc link out the BOC.  The expectation is to promote transparency of the bond program 
to groups in town. 
 
7:19 PM – David Caviness reported that Mary Duran has resigned from BOC as the Co-Chair and that a replacement is 
needed.  He clarified that the Co-Chair’s responsibility is to review and develop agendas for the BOC meetings; review 
notes or discussion items with Kristin Streeter; the main responsibility is to set each agenda and facilitate discussion.  The 
other requirement is to prepare annual reports; prepare any other requests from BOC to Board of Trustees.  During 
discussion, Steven Solka volunteered; Subbu Venkat nominated Freddie Guerra.  After open discussion between Steven 
and Freddie, Steven withdrew, and Freddie accepted the position of Co-Chair of the BOC. 
 
David Tiffin said that he is resigning from the BOC; he has learned a lot; grown and enjoyed; hopes to continue serving; 
Penny is retiring on 12/21/18; has been involved in school districts since 1975 in various capacities; intends to stay 
involved.  Applause.  Retirement party for her on 12/19/18 from 3:30 – 5 and is open to community. 
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Next meeting on 2/13/19 at CISD Administration. 
 
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 7:30 PM 


